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1

Introduction

1.1

Commission
Persimmon Homes West Yorkshire and Priestgate Morley Limited are bringing forward an
outline planning application with details of access for the proposed development of land at
Low Moor Farm, Morley. The site, known as ‘Low Moor Farm PAS’, has been identified as a
Protected Area of Search (PAS) for long term development in the Leeds Unitary
Development Plan (2006).
Fore Consulting Limited (Fore) has been commissioned by Persimmon Homes West
Yorkshire and Priestgate Morley Limited to provide highways and transport advice in
relation to the site, including the preparation of a Transport Assessment and Residential
Travel Plan to inform the outline planning application.

1.2

Development Proposals
An indicative masterplan for the site has been prepared by Barton Willmore and is enclosed
at Appendix A. The masterplan makes provision for a future residential development of up
to 185 dwellings on land at Low Moor Farm PAS site.
It is proposed that vehicular access to the site will be provided via an extension of Albert
Drive, which currently stops at the western boundary of the site.

1.3

Purpose of this Report
Local, regional and central government are encouraging developers and employers to
develop Travel Plans. A Travel Plan is a general term for a package of measures tailored to
meet the needs of individual sites and which aims to promote greener, cleaner travel
choices and reduce reliance on the car. It involves the development of a set of
mechanisms, initiatives and targets that together can enable a development to reduce the
impact of travel and transport on the environment, whilst also bringing a number of other
benefits to residents, organisations, its staff and visitors, and the community as a whole.
Benefits to individual developments and organisations can include:


Releasing additional site capacity or capital by reducing requirements for car parking
spaces and site maintenance costs.



Reducing business operating costs by introducing more efficient and sustainable
transport options, such as pool cars and business bike mileage.
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Assisting staff recruitment and retention by encouraging improved accessibility and a
wider range of travel choice.



Enhancing the image of the organisation and supporting healthy workforce policies by
offering sustainable travel choices.



Supporting Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Management Systems.

Community wide benefits include:


Reducing congestion and peak time conflicts.



Reducing energy use and harmful transport emissions.



Facilitating improved public transport through economies of scale and transport
efficiency.



Tackling social exclusion and improving accessibility.

This report is the Residential Travel Plan for the proposed development at Low Moor Farm
PAS site. The report has been commissioned to help mitigate the effects of the proposed
development from a transport perspective, and to inform the proposals for the site and the
subsequent outline planning application.
The report sets out the aspiration of the developer to encourage alternatives to singleoccupancy car journeys, as one of the ways to reduce the environmental impact of the
proposed development, and to ensure that future residents have access to, and a choice
of, travel options. The report has been based on the best practice guidance set out in ‘The
Essential Guide to Travel Planning’ (Department for Transport (DfT), 2008).

1.4

Structure of the Report
This report is structured as follows:


Chapter 2 presents an audit of the transport networks serving the site.



Chapter 3 presents a site audit of the transport facilities that will be available at the
proposed development.



Chapter 4 identifies the transport impacts associated with the proposed
development.



Chapter 5 sets out the aims and objectives of the Travel Plan.
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Chapter 6 identifies the measures that will be implemented to encourage trips by
sustainable modes of transport for future residents of the proposed development.



Chapter 7 presents the proposed mode share targets for the Travel Plan.



Chapter 8 sets out the roles and responsibilities associated with implementing the
Travel Plan.



Chapter 9 identifies how the Travel Plan will be monitored and reviewed.



Chapter 10 presents the communication strategy for the Travel Plan.



Chapter 11 provides a summary action plan for the implementation of the Travel
Plan.
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2

Transport Network Audit

2.1

Introduction
This Chapter provides a ‘point-in-time’ audit of the existing transport links that serve the
proposed development site. It helps develop an informed view of the transport options
available, so that recommendations can be made to future residents about the way they
travel. It also identifies possible areas where improvements could encourage use of
environmentally-friendly modes (for example, through more direct walking routes).
The Site Audit is to be reviewed prior to first occupation of the proposed development
(and annually thereafter) and should be used to identify future issues and areas for
improvement.

2.2

Key Action:

Update the audit of the transport network

To be completed by:

Prior to first occupation and annually thereafter

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator

Site Location, Land Use and Vehicular Access
The proposed development site is an area of 7.65ha and is located some 1.4km to the
northeast of Morley town centre, at the edge of the settlement boundary. Leeds city
centre lies approximately 5.5km to the north of the site, with direct highways access
provided by A653 Dewsbury Road. The location of the site is shown on Figure 1.
The site is bounded by residential areas to the south and west. The remaining site
boundary, to the north and east, is open farmland.
The site is presently occupied by Low Moor Farm and, as such, generates relatively low
volumes of traffic. Vehicular access is provided from a farm access track, which extends
from the cul-de-sac at the eastern end of Albert Drive.

2.3

Pedestrian Access
There are a wide range of amenities and destinations within the Morley area that are likely
to attract walking trips to and from the proposed development site. These amenities, and
access to them, are discussed in the following sections.
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2.3.1

Pedestrian Catchment
Although walking distances will obviously vary between individuals and circumstances,
standard distances that are often used to describe short, medium and long walks are
0.5km, 1.0km and 2.0km, respectively - as recommended by The Chartered Institution of
Highways and Transportation (CIHT) in the document ‘Guidelines for Providing Journeys on
Foot’ (2000, p49).
Figure 2 presents the isochrones for these walk distance thresholds measured from
indicative points of site access, assuming only formal road crossings and designated
footways/footpaths are used. As can be seen, the 2.0km walking distance covers most of
the Morley area and, as such, a wide range of schools, shops, employment sites and public
transport services. In particular, Morley Rail Station is located approximately 750m to the
west of the site, Morley Newlands Primary School is approximately 250m southwest, and a
range of shops and amenities are accessible in Morley town centre and the White Rose
Shopping Centre.

2.3.2

Pedestrian Facilities
Pedestrian facilities and pedestrian desire lines from the site to key local destinations are
shown on Figure 3. Within the vicinity of the site, good quality pedestrian footways are
found adjacent all local roads, adequate street lighting is provided and crossing points are
typically present at junctions and other locations on the local highway network where
there is an adjacent footpath. This includes signal-controlled pedestrian crossings on B6123
Wide Lane.
In addition to the above, an extensive network of Public Rights of Way (PRoW) surrounds
the site, with footpaths running along the southern and eastern boundaries. This network
provides convenient and direct access from the site to A653 Dewsbury Road, to the White
Rose Shopping Centre and to Morley Rail Station, amongst other destinations.

2.4

Cycle Access
Figure 4 illustrates the isochrone of a preferred maximum 8.0km cycling distance measured
from indicative points of site access. The 8.0km cycling distance refers to a
recommendation by Cycling England in the document ‘Integrating Cycling into
Development Proposals’ (2009, p4). Falling within the 8.0km cycling isochrone is much of
the wider South Leeds area, including the towns of Morley, Rothwell, Ossett, Dewsbury and
Batley, and parts of Leeds city centre.
The Leeds Cycling Map (produced by LCC) shows a network of traffic-free paths and
advisory routes that surround the site. Heading north from the site, A653 Dewsbury Road
connects to A6110 Ring Road, providing the principal route from the site to the White Rose
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Shopping Centre and, onwards, to Leeds city centre. An off-road shared-use
cycleway/footway is provided parallel to the road, between M62 Junction 28 and A643
Elland Road, with onwards connection to the city centre through Holbeck via either
Lowfields Road or Cemetery Road. M62 Junction 28 and the roundabouts on A653 Dewsbury
Road all include off-road cycle provision.

2.5

Public Transport

2.5.1

Bus Services
It is generally accepted that 400m represents the distance from a bus stop that is
considered reasonable to be walked as part of a primary mode bus journey (CIHT,
‘Guidelines for Planning for Public Transport in Developments’, 2000).
Details of existing bus routes and associated bus stops within a reasonable walking distance
of the site are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, a number of bus stops are located in
close proximity to the site, with buses stopping on Albert Drive, B6123 Wide Lane and
Magpie Lane. These stops are served by regular bus services, providing excellent access to
Morley town centre, the White Rose Shopping Centre and to Leeds city centre, as well as
to other local and regional destinations, such as Batley and Huddersfield.
Table 1, overleaf, presents a summary of the existing services available from bus stops
within recommended walking distance of the site, including details of typical service
frequencies and destinations served. In combination, bus services stopping within 400m of
the site provide a typical frequency of one bus every ten minutes (one-way), Monday to
Saturday daytime.
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Table 1: Summary of Existing Bus Services

Service

Operator

74

First Leeds

220

Arriva
Yorkshire

221

Arriva
Yorkshire

222

Arriva
Yorkshire

223

Arriva
Yorkshire

Destinations Served
Gildersome – Morley – White Rose
Centre – Leeds Infirmary Street –
Hunslet - Middleton
Huddersfield Bus Station – Liversedge
– Cleckheaton – Birstall – Morley –
White Rose Centre – Hunslet – Leeds
City Bus Station
Mirfield – Heckmondwike - Batley Bus
Station – Morley – White Rose Centre –
Hunslet – Leeds City Bus Station
Heckmondwike – Birstall – Morley –
White Rose Centre – Hunslet – Leeds
City Bus Station
Mirfield - Heckmondwike - Batley Bus
Station – Morley – White Rose Centre –
Hunslet – Leeds City Bus Station

Total Frequency (one-way services per hour)

Approx. Hourly Frequency
(in each direction)
Mon-Fri

Saturday

Sunday

2

2

-

1

1

-

2

2

-

1

1

1

Infrequent
6

6

1
2

Note: Services correct as of 10 November 2014.

A653 Dewsbury Road is a key public transport corridor providing connections to a wide
range of destinations. Although bus stops on A653 Dewsbury Road are located outside the
recommended 400m walking distance, it is considered that given the range and frequency
of services that can be accessed from these stops, that some future residents of the site
may use them. Access to the closest bus stops is provided via footways along B6123 Wide
Lane or via the Peter Lane PRoW, which runs along the southern boundary of the site.
The White Rose Shopping Centre is located some 900m to the north of the site. The Centre
has its own on-site bus station and is well served by buses from Leeds and the surrounding
areas. Frequent services operate from the Centre, offering connections to Leeds, Halifax,
Bradford, Wakefield, Birstall and Cottingley. Bus services stopping on Albert Drive and
B6123 Wide Lane can be used to reach the Centre, from where onward journeys can be
made.

2.5.2

Park and Ride
A 800-space Park and Ride facility has recently opened adjacent to A643 Elland Road, close
to Junction 2 of the M621 motorway. Parking is free and limited to users of the bus service.
The bus service provides a 10-minute shuttle service into the city centre, providing a bus
every 10 minutes from 7am to 7pm, Monday to Saturday.
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2.5.3

Rail Services
Morley is the nearest railway station to the site, located some 750m to the west of the
site. The station is on the Huddersfield Line with hourly services throughout the day
between Leeds and Huddersfield, and between Leeds and Manchester Victoria
(via Brighouse). The two services combine to provide a half-hourly service to Leeds,
Batley, Dewsbury and Mirfield. The hourly Huddersfield service continues into the late
evening and runs every two hours on Sundays. The Manchester Victoria service ends after
the evening peak and does not run on Sundays. Connections to a wider range of regional
and national services are provided at Leeds, Huddersfield and Manchester.

2.6

Strategic Road Network

2.6.1

M62 Motorway
The M62 motorway runs approximately 1.7kim to the south of the site and is accessible
from via either Junction 27 or Junction 28. Junction 27 of the motorway connects with the
A62 towards Batley and the A650 towards Bradford, as well as with the M621 motorway
towards Leeds. To the east, Junction 28 of the motorway connects with the A650 towards
Morley and Wakefield, as well as with the A653 to Leeds.
A smart motorway scheme has recently been implemented on the M62 between Junctions
25 to 30, helping to relieve congestion by using technology to vary speed limits and by
allowing the hard shoulder to be used as a running lane at peak times to create additional
capacity. The scheme was declared open to traffic in September 2013.

2.6.2

M62 Junction 27
M62 Junction 27 is a complex layout, based on a variation of a signalised dumb-bell
roundabout with the junction also providing interchange for the main traffic movements
between the M62 and the M621. The arms of the dumb-bell roundabout provide access to
the A62 and the A650, all of which are signalised. A through-about is provided on the
northern roundabout of the A62 route, thereby, taking a major through movement out of
the circulatory carriageway by routing it directly across the central island of the
roundabout.

2.6.3

M62 Junction 28
M62 Junction 28 is a signal-controlled two bridge roundabout with the motorway passing
over the junction. The roundabout has six-arms, with three to four circulating lanes. The
arms of the junction provide access to the M62, the A653 and the A650. All of the access
points provide at least a three-lane approach to the roundabout. A through-about is
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provided on the A650 route. Pedestrian crossing phases are provided across most arms of
the roundabout and dedicated off-road cycle facilities are also provided.

2.7

Local Highway Network
The local highway network within the vicinity of the site comprises a number of key links
and junctions. These are discussed in the following sections.

2.7.1

Key Links
A653 Dewsbury Road
A653 Dewsbury Road runs in a north-south direction, providing a main through-corridor
between Leeds and Dewsbury. The road is split by M62 Junction 28, which provides access
onto the M62 east and westbound. Immediately to the north of Junction 28, is a signalised
junction with Topcliffe Lane, which is the main access road to the eastern part of Capitol
Park Leeds (a leisure and business park). Further north, A653 Dewsbury Road has
roundabout junctions with B6123 Wide Lane (which provides access to the site and the
Morley area) and with the White Rose Shopping Centre, before adjoining the A6110 Ring
Road.
Between M62 Junction 28 and the White Rose Shopping Centre, the A653 Dewsbury Road is
dual-carriageway with two lanes in either direction. The road has a 60mph speed limit,
with street lighting provided along its route and a shared-use footway/cycleway present
along the western side of the road.

A6110 Ring Road
The A6110 Ring Road performs a strategic ring road and bypass function around the Leeds
Core District Centre. The road is dual-carriageway (two to three lanes in either direction),
providing direct access northbound to M621 Junction 1 and continuing around the north
and west of Leeds. In the southbound direction, the A6110 Ring Road connects to A653
Dewsbury Road, adjacent to the White Rose Shopping Centre, providing access to Morley
and Dewsbury, and to M62 Junction 28.

B6123 Wide Lane
B6123 Wide Lane passes through the centre of Morley, between a roundabout junction with
A653 Dewsbury Road to the east and a signal-controlled junction with A650 Bruntcliffe
Road to the southwest. B6123 Wide Lane is a single-carriageway road (one lane in either
direction), with intermittent lengths of central hatched strip which provide right-turn
facilities into side roads. The carriageway width typically varies between 7.0m and 9.0m.
From A653 Dewsbury Road, the road is subject to national speed limit, reducing to 30mph
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on approach to Morley. Street lighting and continuous pedestrian footways are provided
alongside both sides of the carriageway.

Albert Road
Albert Road is a residential distributor road. The road leads towards Morley town centre in
a westerly direction and connects to B6123 Wide Lane in a south-easterly direction, as the
minor road at a ghost-island priority junction. The road is residential in character and is
approximately 7.3 metres in width. Street lighting and continuous pedestrian footways are
provided alongside both sides of the carriageway. From B6123 Wide Lane, the road marks
entry into a 20mph speed zone, with speed cushions present on Albert Road in the vicinity
of Morley Newlands Primary School.

Albert Drive
Albert Road is a residential connector street which runs on an east-to-west alignment,
terminating as a cul-de-sac at the western boundary of the site. The road forms the minor
road of a simple priority Y-junction with Albert Road and serves the residential streets that
immediately surround the site. The road is part of a 20mph speed zone and is
approximately 7.3 metres in width, which includes on-street parking on both sides of the
carriageway. Street lighting and continuous pedestrian footways are provided alongside
both sides of the carriageway.

2.7.2

Key Junctions
A653 Dewsbury Road / White Rose Shopping Centre Roundabout
The A653 Dewsbury Road / White Rose Shopping Centre Roundabout is a three-arm normal
roundabout, providing access to the White Rose Shopping Centre from the A653 Dewsbury
Road dual-carriageway. The roundabout has a two lane circulatory carriageway of constant
width, a kerbed central island of approximately 41m in diameter and an inscribed circle
diameter (ICD) of approximately 64m. Two lanes are provided on all the approaches and
exits to the roundabout, with the exception of the A653 Dewsbury Road northbound
approach which flares to three lanes at the point of entry.
On each arm, the splitter/central island accommodates uncontrolled pedestrian/cycle
refuge crossing facilities, with associated tactile paving and dropped kerbs.

A653 Dewsbury Road / B6123 Wide Lane Roundabout
The A653 Dewsbury Road / B6123 Wide Lane Roundabout is a three-arm normal
roundabout, accommodating turning movements between the A653 Dewsbury Road dualcarriageway and B6123 Wide Lane. The roundabout has a two lane circulatory carriageway
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of constant width, a kerbed central island of approximately 40m in diameter and an ICD of
approximately 60m. Two lanes are provided on the A653 Dewsbury Road approaches and
exits to the roundabout. The Wide Lane approach to the roundabout has one lane to enter
and exit the roundabout, and a left-turn bypass which links directly to A653 Dewsbury Road
northbound. The bypass forms a taper merge with A653 Dewsbury Road, over a distance of
approximately 180m. On the eastern side of the roundabout there is a farm gate access,
with a wide pavement in front and dropped kerb.
On each arm, the splitter/central island accommodates uncontrolled pedestrian
refuge/cycle crossing facilities, with associated tactile paving and dropped kerbs.

B6123 Wide Lane / Magpie Lane Signal-Controlled Junction
The B6123 Wide Lane / Magpie Lane Signal-Controlled Junction is a signal-controlled Tjunction, accommodating all turning movements between B6123 Wide Lane and Magpie
Lane by signal-control. LCC have confirmed that the junction currently operates under
vehicle actuation mode.
Straight ahead and exit lanes at the junction are limited to one lane. A dedicated rightturn entry lane is provided on the eastbound B6123 Wide Lane approach, accommodated
by the provision of a ghost-island with a storage length of approximately six vehicles. A
left-turn slip lane and a separation island is provided from Magpie Lane, separating two
independently controlled lanes of traffic on the same entry. Large corner radii with tapers
are provided on entry to Magpie Lane to accommodate the swept paths of large goods
vehicles.
Signal-controlled pedestrian crossings are provided on all arms of the junction, with
associated tactile paving and dropped kerbs. In-line pedestrian crossings are presented on
both arms of B6123 Wide Lane. A staggered pedestrian crossing is provided on Magpie
Lane, which uses the separation island to accommodate pedestrian refuge crossing
facilities. Advanced stop-lines for cyclists are provided on all entry lanes to the junction.

B6123 Wide Lane / Albert Road Junction
The B6123 Wide Lane / Albert Road Junction is a ghost-island skew priority junction, with
an intersection angle of approximately 50 degrees. Albert Road forms the minor road, with
a short flared entry to the junction capable of accommodating two vehicles waiting sideby-side for a maximum length of one vehicle. A right-turn bay is provided on B6123 Wide
Lane for traffic turning into Albert Road, capable of accommodating two vehicles without
impeding straight-ahead traffic.
Pedestrian footways are provided on all sides of the junction, with an uncontrolled crossing
present on Albert Road. A signal-controlled pedestrian crossing is provided on B6123 Wide
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Lane, approximately 50m to the east of the junction, as part of the B6123 Wide Lane /
Magpie Lane Signal-Controlled Junction.

Albert Road / Albert Drive Junction
The Albert Road / Albert Drive Junction is a simple priority T-junction, with Albert Road
curving from west to southeast. Albert Drive forms the minor road, with a short but wide
flared entry to the junction, capable of accommodating two vehicles waiting side-by-side
for a maximum length of one vehicle. Stationary vehicles waiting to turn right from Albert
Road to Albert Drive prevent the progress of vehicles travelling straight ahead.
Pedestrian footways are provided on all sides of the junction, with uncontrolled crossing
points present.
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3

Site Audit

3.1

Introduction
This Chapter presents the findings from an audit of the travel facilities at the proposed
development, based on the indicative masterplan. This information is to be reviewed on
completion of the proposed development and updated, as necessary, to take account of
any changes and to identify any additional issues. It should be reviewed on an annual basis.

3.2

Key Action:

Update the site audit for the development

To be completed by:

On completion of the proposed development and annually thereafter

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator

The Development
An indicative masterplan for the site has been prepared by Barton Willmore and is enclosed
at Appendix A. The masterplan makes provision for a future residential development of up
to 185 dwellings on land at Low Moor Farm PAS site.

3.3

Vehicular Access
It is proposed that vehicular access to the site will be provided via an extension of Albert
Drive, which currently stops at the western boundary of the site.
The general arrangement of the proposed vehicular access is shown on Drawing
3213/SK001/001. It is proposed that the extension will be provided in accordance with the
requirements for a Type 2 ‘Local Residential Street’, as defined by LCC’s ‘Street Design
Guide SPD’ (2009). A minimum carriageway width of 5.5m will be provided, with 2.0m
wide footways provided on both sides of the road.
With regards to Paragraph 3.25 of the Street Design Guide, it is considered appropriate to
serve a residential development of less than 200 dwellings from a single point of vehicular
access. Turning facilities will be provided within the proposed development site.
The internal road layout of the site will be designed to promote low traffic speeds (below
20mph) and a safe environment for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists, whilst also
facilitating public access and circulation. To support to this, a gateway feature will be
provided on entrance to the site. Details of this feature will be agreed at the reserved
matters stage.
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It is proposed that the internal road network will be built to adoptable standards and will
be offered for adoption under Section 38 of the Highways Act.

3.4

Parking
It is proposed that cycle and car parking provision within the site will be provided in
accordance with the adopted standards set out within the Street Design Guide. All
driveways will have a minimum width of 3.0m, or 3.3m where the drive provides a
pedestrian access route to the dwelling. Garages will have minimum internal dimensions of
6.0m x 3.0m, or 5.0m x 2.8m if separate cycle parking is provided elsewhere. Garage
forecourts will also have a minimum length of 5.6m from the back of the footway.
It is proposed that visitor parking will be provided at a ratio of 1 space per 5 units and will
be accommodated on-street, in locations that do not impede pedestrians, access to
drives/parking areas or otherwise prejudice highway safety.

3.5

Pedestrian and Cycle Access
The indicative site layout has been designed to maximise pedestrian and cycle
connectivity, both within the site and to the wider area. It is proposed that pedestrians
and cyclists will be able to access the site as follows:


Albert Drive - the proposed vehicular access from Albert Drive will be available for
use by pedestrians and cyclists. Continuous 2.0m wide footways will be provided on
both sides of the carriageway and will connect to the existing pedestrian
infrastructure. This access provides a direct connection to the local shops on Albert
Drive, to the nearby primary school and to the principal bus services along the B6123
Wide Lane corridor.



Public Rights of Way – a series of high-quality routes for the use of pedestrians and
cyclists will be provided to integrate the site with the extensive network of PRoW
that surround the site. Provision of such connections to the north, south and east of
the site will provide convenient and direct access to the White Rose Shopping Centre,
to Morley Rail Station and to A653 Dewsbury Road, amongst other destinations.

Within the site itself, a safe and attractive environment for walking and cycling will be
provided, which encourages local journeys to be made by foot or by cycle. A multi-user
network will be established as part of the green infrastructure within the site. This
network will allow residents to circulate within the site by foot and cycle, whilst also
providing convenient access to off-site routes and nearby locations.
All ‘Type 2’ streets within the site will include 2.0m wide footways, as a minimum, which
will be interconnected to the multi-user network. Where shared space streets are
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provided, these will be block paved with contrasting surface materials to delineate the
functions of the different parts of the highway and to aid way finding. Pedestrian links will
be as short as possible with good inter-visibility at both ends. Links will also be well-lit, as
well as being either overlooked or open to view. Internal highway junctions will
incorporate dedicated pedestrian crossing facilities, including dropped kerbs and tactile
paving (where appropriate).

3.6

Public Transport
The proposed development will be designed to capitalise on the high frequency bus
services which currently stop on Albert Drive, B6123 Wide Lane and Magpie Lane, within
recommended walking distance of the site. This includes ensuring that pedestrian
connections are convenient and direct - and take into consideration the needs of the
elderly and mobility impaired - and ensuring that formalised pedestrian crossings are
available in order to grant safe access to all the bus stops, in both directions.
The services currently operating along the B6123 Wide Lane corridor accord with the
criteria set out within the ‘Public Transport Improvements and Developer Contributions
SPD’ (LCC, 2008), by providing a 10 minute frequency to a major public transport
interchange (Leeds and the White Rose Shopping Centre). As such, it is considered that
there is no requirement to improve the B6123 Wide Lane bus corridor, with regards to the
frequency or destinations served. The bus services will, however, be supported by the
promotion of sustainable travel options through implementation of travel planning
measures.
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4

Transport Impact

4.1

Introduction
The methodology adopted to estimate person trip generation associated with the proposed
development and an assessment of the impacts on the transport network is set out in full
in the Transport Assessment that accompanies the outline planning application. This
Chapter presents a summary of the person trip generation by mode.

4.2

Person Trip Generation by Mode
An assessment of the number of person trips to the proposed development by mode has
been undertaken in the Transport Assessment, based on a maximum proposal for 185
residential dwellings.
The peak hours for the development proposals have been considered as follows:


Weekday development AM peak hour (‘AM peak hour’): 08:00 to 09:00 hours.



Weekday development PM peak hour (‘PM peak hour’): 17:00 to 18:00 hours.

A summary of the baseline person trip generation by mode is presented in Table 2,
overleaf, for the weekday AM and PM peak hours. The ‘baseline’ does not account for the
implementation of travel planning measures to encourage the use of sustainable modes to
travel to and from the proposed development site.
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Table 2: Baseline Person Trip Generation by Mode

Baseline Person Trip Generation (Person Trips)
Mode

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

Arrivals

Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Underground, metro, light rail, tram

0

0

0

0

Train

0

2

1

1

Bus, minibus or coach

10

46

34

20

Taxi

0

1

1

0

Motorcycle, scooter or moped

1

2

2

1

Driving a car or van

16

72

54

32

Passenger in a car or van

4

17

12

7

Bicycle

0

2

1

1

On foot

4

16

12

7

Total

35

157

117

70

Note: Values may not total to due to rounding error.
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5

Travel Planning

5.1

Aims
The purpose of this Travel Plan is to promote sustainable travel and minimise
development-related congestion of the highway network. The Travel Plan will be aimed at
future residents of the proposed development.
This Travel Plan is a dynamic working document that will grow and develop with time and
in accordance with the changing circumstances of the development. It should not be
viewed as a one-off piece of work to be undertaken and put on a shelf. It is a continuous
improvement for all the travel-related activities of residents.

5.2

Objectives
The overall objectives of this Travel Plan are as follows:


Reduce travel by the private car, particularly single occupancy car journeys.



Encourage a reduction in car dependency.



Encourage multi-occupancy car usage.



Increase awareness of the environmental and health implications of different travel
choices.



Encourage sustainable travel choices amongst residents of the site.



Maximise accessibility for walking, cycling and public transport as sustainable
transport modes.



Maximise transport choice through innovative measures.
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6

Travel Plan Measures

6.1

Introduction
This Chapter set out a range of measures that are to be implemented through the Travel
Plan, targeted at future residents of the proposed development.
The travel plan measures are grouped by category. As such, there may be some replication
of measures, as some measures may fall into more than one category.

6.2

Key Action:

Implement Travel Plan Measures

To be completed by:

As set out below

Responsibility of:

As set out below

Site Design
A number of measures are to be built into the design of the proposed development at the
construction stage in order to encourage the use of sustainable transport modes. These are
set out in Table 3, below.
Table 3: Travel Plan Measures – Site Design

Measure

6.3

Responsibility

Implementation

Internal pedestrian routes will be built as part
of the proposed development to increase
permeability and minimise walking distances to
bus stops.

Developer

Construction

The provision of adequate cycle parking within
each home, in accordance with the adopted
standards set out within LCC’s ‘Street Design
Guide SPD’ (2009).

Developer

Construction

Initiatives to Support Walking
Walking is an attractive mode for short journeys and is the most environmental friendly
mode of transport available. The most effective way to increase walking is to provide
adequate pedestrian infrastructure and trip-end facilities. As set out in the Transport
Audit, the pedestrian links to the surrounding areas and local bus stops will be improved to
provide enhanced facilities for pedestrians.
Key measures to be provided as part of the travel planning for the proposed development
in order to encourage walking are set out in Table 4, overleaf.
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Table 4: Travel Plan Measures – Initiatives to Support Walking

Measure

Responsibility

Implementation

Developer

Construction

Promote the health benefits of walking.
Walking regularly can help to contribute
towards a healthy lifestyle. Emphasising the
health benefits of walking may encourage
more people to walk.

Travel Plan
Coordinator

On occupation and
ongoing thereafter

A map showing pedestrian routes serving the
site.
A route map will be included within the Travel
Information Packs.

Travel Plan
Coordinator

On occupation and
ongoing thereafter

Advice on personal safety and preferred routes.
The provision of information detailing well-lit
preferred routes from local transport drop-offs
and general personal safety advice may
improve the confidence of lone walkers and
encourage residents to walk in a safer
environment.

Travel Plan
Coordinator

On occupation and
ongoing thereafter

Consult with local schools to determine what
measures and initiatives will be adopted to
compliment the school’s own Travel Plan. Such
measures could include ‘walking buses’ or
‘walking buddies’ for the safe commute to
nearby schools.

Travel Plan
Coordinator

On occupation and
ongoing thereafter

Internal pedestrian routes will be built as part
of the proposed development to increase
permeability and minimise walking distances to
bus stops.

6.4

Initiatives to Support Cycling
Providing high quality cycle parking and other trip end facilities, together with incentives
to cycle, can be effective tools to encourage modal shift towards cycling and allow the
proposals to build on the existing cycle infrastructure in the area. Cycling will be
encouraged through the measures set out in Table 5, overleaf.
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Table 5: Travel Plan Measures – Initiatives to Support Cycling

Measure

6.5

Responsibility

Implementation

The provision of adequate cycle parking within
each home, in accordance with the adopted
standards set out within LCC’s ‘Street Design
Guide SPD’ (2009).

Developer

Construction

A map showing cycle routes serving the site and
the locations of cycle parking facilities will be
provided within the Travel Information Packs.

Travel Plan
Coordinator

On occupation and
ongoing thereafter

Discounts on cycling equipment could be
arranged, possibly agreed with a local retailer.
This could include discounts on bike purchase,
on-site cycle repair service or free cycle
accessories.
A suitable local retailer would need to be
identified.

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Ongoing

Initiatives to Support Public Transport Use
The site has excellent links to public transport services and therefore any measures
included to encourage the use of bus and rail are likely to be successful. Table 6, below,
sets out measures to be implemented to encourage public transport use.
Table 6: Travel Plan Measures - Initiatives to Support Public Transport

Measure
Provision of passenger information to residents
within the Travel Information Packs.
Such information on site would detail all public
transport connections to the site, including
identifying bus routes and nearby bus stop
locations.

Responsibility

Implementation

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Prior to occupation

Each household will be eligible for a free Residential MetroCard for the first year, in line
with Metro Card Scheme A. The Metro Card will cover bus and train zones 1-3. Details of
the MetroCard will appear in sales particulars and in adverts for the development. The
developer will fund the provision of the Metro Cards and this is expected to form part of a
planning obligation administered through a section 106 agreement. As part of the Metro
Card scheme, residents are entitled to upgrade their tickets in the first year at a
discounted cost. This flexibility will allow residents to upgrade their free pass (at their
own expense).
The Travel Plan Coordinator will also approach local bus operators prior to occupation of
the development to determine whether operators will be willing to provide additional
discounted tickets as an incentive to use public transport.
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6.6

Car Travel
A key objective of the Travel Plan is to reduce single occupancy car use and one of the
ways to do this is to incentivise car sharing. Table 7, below, sets out the measures to be
implemented.
Table 7: Travel Plan Measures – Car Travel

Measure
Promotion of a car share scheme, including the
potential benefits.
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7

Travel Plan Targets

7.1

Introduction
The setting of targets is essential to understanding whether the Travel Plan has been
effective in achieving its objectives. Targets should be SMART, that is: Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound.
A number of ‘action-type’ targets have been set within this report as ‘Key Actions’ and
relate to the effective establishment and implementation of the Travel Plan.

7.2

Mode Share Targets
The proposed mode share targets for the proposed development have been based on the
baseline mode share identified in the Transport Assessment. The proposed mode share
targets seek modest increases in the proportion of residents travelling to work by cycle and
car sharing, and greater increases in the proportion walking or using public transport.
Overall, the targets seek to secure a significant reduction in single occupancy car trips.
The proposed mode share targets are set out in Table 8, below, and are based on a target
reduction in single occupancy car journeys of 5.0%. The target mode share for walking,
cycling and public transport has been increased accordingly, along with car passenger.
Table 8: Proposed Mode Share Targets

Mode Share (% of journeys by mode)

Mode

Baseline

Target

Net Change

Underground, Metro, Light Rail, or Tram

0.0%

0.0%

-

Train

1.0%

1.5%

+0.5%

Bus, Minibus or Coach

29.3%

31.3%

+2.0%

Taxi

0.5%

0.5%

-

Motorcycle, Scooter or Moped

1.5%

1.5%

-

Driving a Car or Van

45.8%

40.8%

-5.0%

Passenger in a Car or Van

10.7%

11.2%

+0.5%

Bicycle

1.0%

1.5%

+0.5%

On Foot

10.4%

11.9%

+1.5%

Total

100.0%

100.0%

-

Note: Values may not total to due to rounding.
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A target for the maximum percentage of children taken to school by car will be
determined following the first base line surveys. Based on work undertaken elsewhere, a
target percentage reduction of 10.0% of children travelling to school in a car is considered
realistic.
The proposed mode share targets will be agreed, and will not change, without prior
consultation with, and agreement from, the LCC TravelWise Team.
Key Action:

Agree the mode share targets with the LCC TravelWise Team

To be completed by:

Following formation of the Travel Plan Steering Group

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator

Once agreed, the objective would be to attain these targets within three years of
occupation of the proposed development. Once the car driver target mode share has been
achieved, the proportion of users driving to the proposed development must be
maintained, or preferably reduced further. Agreed targets will not change without prior
consultation and agreement with LCC, through the TravelWise Team.
Key Action:

Review and update targets

To be completed by:

As determined by the LCC TravelWise Team

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator
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8

Responsibility and Ownership

8.1

Introduction
To be successful, travel planning should involve as many people as possible. To encourage
residents to think about, and change, their travel behaviour, it is important that they feel
involved in the travel planning process rather than feeling that it is something that has
been imposed upon them. The earlier everyone is involved in travel planning, the more
successful it is likely to be.

8.2

Travel Plan Coordinator
The initial Travel Plan Coordinator role will be undertaken by the developer. Details of the
Travel Plan Coordinator will be forwarded to the LCC TravelWise Team within two weeks
of the role being appointed.
Early appointment will enable the Travel Plan Coordinator to commence the
implementation of the Travel Plan immediately, to start establishing new travel patterns
during the early occupation of the proposed development.
Key Action:

Appoint Travel Plan Coordinator

To be completed by:

Following grant of planning permission

Responsibility of:

Developer

The responsibilities of the Travel Plan Coordinator would be as follows:


Implementation and running of the Travel Plan, demonstrating full commitment and
enthusiasm towards it.



Chairing the Travel Plan Steering Group, identifying appropriate mitigation measures
that are required in response to monitoring of the targets for agreement with the
Group. In this way, the Travel Plan Coordinator would be responsible for the overall
delivery of the travel plan targets, and agreeing appropriate mitigation measures
where necessary.



Undertaking monitoring consistent with the agreed framework and ensure that the
results are communicated to the LCC TravelWise Team.



Communicating the Travel Plan, including promotion of the benefits of travel
planning, and acting as a point of contact for residents requiring information.
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Periodically reviewing the Travel Plan, updating the document as necessary (for
example, updating the site audit).

The Travel Plan Coordinator will remain in place for the lifetime of the proposed
development. Whilst the Travel Plan Coordinator will be an ongoing permanent role, it will
not be a full-time position and, as such, this task may be undertaken as part of a wider
management role for the site. Alternatively, the role could be contracted to an
appropriate external body, such as a consultancy or other organisation.
Any changes in contact details for the Travel Plan Coordinator will be passed to the LCC
TravelWise Team within two weeks of the change.

8.3

Travel Plan Steering Group
A Travel Plan Steering Group will be formed consisting of the Travel Plan Coordinator,
residents and a representative from the LCC TravelWise Team. The Group would be
chaired by the Travel Plan Coordinator, who would provide monitoring information to the
Group. All decisions of the Travel Plan Steering Group will be made by a majority vote.
Key Action:

Establish Travel Plan Steering Group

To be completed by:

Three months following occupation

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator

Key Action:

Further meetings of the Travel Plan Steering Group

To be completed by:

Annually

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator

The Group will meet on an annual basis in relation to the following:


To agree the travel plan targets, including mode share targets for residents.



To agree a monitoring framework for use in determining the extent to which the
travel plan targets have been met.



To monitor the effectiveness of the measures in relation to achieving the travel plan
targets.



To agree on the production of action plans, further mitigation measures and the
timescales for implementation such that the travel plan targets are achieved, should
monitoring identify that this is necessary.
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9

Monitoring and Review

9.1

Introduction
Monitoring of the Travel Plan will indicate how well it is performing at meeting the mode
share targets and any other targets that are set throughout the life of the plan. Monitoring
will also assist in refining travel plan measures and establishing new targets, as
appropriate.
A key action of the Travel Plan Steering Group is the agreement of a monitoring
framework, and thereby assigning persons responsible for tasks that need to be carried out
as part of the monitoring exercise. The Travel Plan Steering Group would also decide on
the production of action plans and mitigation, where necessary.
The Travel Plan Coordinator will be responsible for ensuring monitoring is undertaken, and
will coordinate the overall monitoring strategy and report the results to the Travel Plan
Steering Group (including the LCC TravelWise Team).
The monitoring framework for the proposed development will include the following:


Undertaking a snap-shot travel survey of residents at the site, recording how they
travel to work or school on a particular day.



Record comments made by residents on the Travel Plan.



Record uptake of funded travel plan measures.

Key Action:

Produce monitoring framework to include details of the monitoring
mechanisms set out above, including proposed methodology, draft
surveys and timescales

To be completed by:

Six months following appointment of Travel Plan Coordinator

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator

Key Action:

Implement Travel Plan monitoring in accordance with monitoring
framework

To be completed by:

Annually

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator
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9.2

Travel Survey
As an important part of the monitoring framework, a snap-shot travel survey will be
carried out by the Travel Plan Coordinator, in full consultation with the LCC TravelWise
Team.
The travel survey will determine the number of residents travelling to the site and the
modes by which they travel. This will enable year-on-year changes to be recorded. As a
minimum, the survey will aim to identify where residents are travelling to/from, how and
when they are travelling, and what alternative sustainable modes of transport they would
consider.
To ensure a target response rate of 30%, the Travel Plan Coordinator will endeavour to
ensure that the response rate from residents is as high as reasonably possible. A prize draw
will be offered to survey respondents and the use on on-line surveys will be considered.
Key Action:

Undertake a snap-shot travel survey of residents

To be completed by:

Two months after occupation and annually thereafter

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator

The detailed findings of the travel survey will be used to inform the measures to be
implemented as the Travel Plan proceeds and to refine the mode share targets set as part
of the ongoing monitoring of the Travel Plan.

9.3

Annual Monitoring Report
A short monitoring report will be prepared by the Travel Plan Coordinator and provided to
the LCC TravelWise Team. The monitoring report will present monitoring information and
will compare this against the targets set out in this Travel Plan. The monitoring report will
be submitted within two months of the completion of the travel survey undertaken as part
of the monitoring framework, and will be used to examine the effectiveness of the Travel
Plan and to evaluate changes in travel patterns
If the monitoring report indicates that the travel plan targets are not being met, it would
be the responsibility of the Travel Plan Coordinator to identify an action plan for the
following twelve months. The action plan would contain a programme of measures and
tasks such that the travel plan targets are achieved, alongside the person(s) responsible
and timescale for delivery.
The action plan will be submitted with the monitoring report for agreement by the Travel
Plan Steering Group. Monitoring of the agreed measures would be undertaken as part of
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the monitoring framework for the following twelve months and agreed by the Travel Plan
Steering Group.
Key Action:

Prepare and submit monitoring report and action plan (if required)

To be completed by:

Two months after completion of the first travel survey and annually
thereafter

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator
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10

Promotion and Communication

10.1

Introduction
The effective communication of the Travel Plan will be essential to its success. Promotion
and marketing of the measures (including general information, progression, benefits and
achievements) requires successful dissemination to all residents of the proposed
development.
This Chapter sets out a number of measures that will be adopted to promote and
communicate the Travel Plan.

10.2

Travel Information Packs
A Travel Information Pack will be distributed to all new residents of the proposed
development. The packs will include travel information for all modes of alternative travel,
with the intention of encouraging residents to engage in sustainable modes of transport.
The production of publicity material for the Travel Information Pack would include, for
example:

10.3



Up-to-date bus timetables.



Maps and supporting information on local walking and cycling routes.



Information about car share schemes.
Key Action:

Prepare Travel Information Packs

To be completed by:

Prior to first occupation

Responsibility of:

Travel Plan Coordinator

Other Promotion, Marketing and Communication Measures
Other measures for the promotion, marketing and communication of the Travel Plan are
set out in Table 9, overleaf.
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Table 9: Communication Strategy - Other Measures

Measure

Responsibility

Implementation

Joint incentives with other local organisations/
community groups to promote the wider
community, economic and health benefits of
Travel Plan Measures.

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Ongoing

Promote sustainable travel events such as Bike
Week and National Liftshare Week.

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Ongoing

Promotion of the following sources of
information:
Free public transport journey planner at
http://www.wymetro.com/howtogetto/planaj
ourney/
Free cycling information at
www.wygocycling.com
West Yorkshire car sharing matching service at
www.wycarshare.com
Timetable ordering service at
http://online.psiprint.com/metro.php
School bus information at
www.generationm.co.uk
Car share scheme information at
www.carshare.com and ww.carshareleeds.com
Car club information at www.citycarclub.co.uk
Walking journey planner at www.walkit.com
Cycle to work scheme at
www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/sustainable/cycling/cycle
toworkschemeimplementat5732
Cycle to Work Guarantee at
www.cycletoworkguarantee.org.uk
National rail travel information at
www.nationalrail.co.uk
Coach information at
www.nationalexpress.com and
www.megabus.com
Cycle journey planner at
www.transportdirect.info/Web2/JourneyPlanni
ng/FindCycleInput.aspx

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Ongoing
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11

Summary Action Plan
A number of key actions have been identified throughout this document which has been
formed into a summary action plan for the development of the Residential Travel Plan.
The summary action plan is set out in Table 10, below.
Table 10: Summary Action Plan for the Development of the Travel Plan

Key Action

To be completed by

Responsibility of

Update the audit of the transport
network

Prior to first occupation and
annually thereafter

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Update the site audit for the
development

On completion of the
proposed development and
annually thereafter

Travel Plan
Coordinator

As appropriate

As appropriate

Agree the mode share targets with the
LCC TravelWise Team

Following formation of the
Travel Plan Steering Group

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Review and update targets

As determined by the LCC
TravelWise Team

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Following grant of planning
permission

Developer

Establish Travel Plan Steering Group

Three months following
occupation

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Further meetings of the Travel Plan
Steering Group

Annually

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Six months following
appointment of Travel Plan
Coordinator

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Implement Travel Plan monitoring in
accordance with monitoring framework

Annually

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Undertake a snap-shot travel survey of
residents

Two months after
occupation and annually
thereafter

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Prepare and submit monitoring report
and action plan (if required)

Two months after
completion of the first
travel survey and annually
thereafter

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Prior to first occupation

Travel Plan
Coordinator

Implement Travel Plan Measures

Appoint Travel Plan Coordinator

Produce monitoring framework to include
details of the monitoring mechanisms,
including proposed methodology, draft
surveys and timescales

Prepare Travel Information Packs
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1. Preliminary layout subject to full topographical survey & detailed
design including CDM compliance, statutory undertakers search, diversion
requirements, highway drainage provision, land availability and local
authority approval.
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Appendix A
Indicative Masterplan
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